Abstract. In this paper a sort of end concept for directed graphs is introduced and examined. Two one-way in nite paths are called equivalent i there are in nitely many pairwise disjoint paths joining them. An end of an undirected graph is an equivalence class with respect to this relation. For two one-way in nite directed paths U and V de ne: a) U V i there are in nitely many pairwise disjoint directed paths from U to V ; b) U V i U V and V U. The relation is a quasiorder, and hence is an equivalence relation whose classes are called ends. Furthermore, induces a partial order on the set of ends of a digraph. In the main section, necessary and su cient conditions are presented for an abstract order to be representable by the end order of a digraph.
Introduction
In the early 40's, Hopf 7] and Freudenthal 4] studied discrete groups with the aid of the end concept. In 1964, Halin independently reintroduced the end concept in order to study in nite graphs 5] , and it turned out to be a basic and important tool in in nite graph theory. Diestel 2] and Polat 8] give each other supplementary overviews about several aspects of the subject.
In the literature so far, the end notion seems to have been used only for the investigation of undirected graphs. The question occurs, whether it is possible to de ne an analogue of the end notion for digraphs. It is the purpose of this paper to show that an analogue of \undirected ends" for digraphs makes sense and to point out and to examine some di erences to ends in undirected graphs. The end concept for digraphs introduced in Section 2 can be regarded both as a generalization of the end notion for undirected graphs as well as a re nement of certain subends of the underlying undirected graph. (Any graph G can be understood as a symmetric digraph by substituting each edge of G by a directed cycle of length 2, and any digraph D can be regarded as a special orientation of the underlying undirected graph.)
To state things in a more detailed fashion, call two one-way in nite paths | or brie y rays | of an (undirected) graph G equivalent i there exist in nitely many pairwise disjoint paths joining them. An equivalence class with respect to this relation is called an end of G. In an undirected graph, every pair of ends can be separated by a nite subgraph. For the purpose of distinction, directed paths (resp. cycles) will be called tracks (resp. circuits). For one-way in nite tracks U and V in a digraph D let U D V mean that there are in nitely many pairwise disjoint U ! V {tracks and U D V mean that U V and V U. Then is a quasiorder and is an equivalence relation on the set of all one-way in nite tracks of D. The classes with respect to are also called ends, and establishes a partial order on the set of ends of D. In Section 2 some basic results on ends in digraphs are proved and some di erences to ends in undirected graphs are pointed out. For example, if two one-way in nite tracks are comparable, they can not be separated by a nite subdigraph, but it is possible that they belong to di erent ends. Moreover, there are three di erent end-notions: !-ends (containing only one-way in nite tracks going to in nity), ! -ends (containing only one-way in nite tracks coming from in nity), and composed ends (possibly containing both types of one-way in nite tracks). Furthermore, an end of a digraph belongs either completely or not at all to a strong component of D.
Under these circumstances, one may ask whether it is justi ed to call the -classes \ends", since they are not ends in the topological sense. Nevertheless, these \directed ends" are a generalization of the \undirected" end-notion, and they re ect the rami cation structure of the one-way in nite directed paths in a natural way. However, for a full justi cation of this naming, a sort of \directed topology" ought to be developed.
In Section 3, the main section of the paper, the following question is considered: Which types of abstract orders can arise on sets of ends of digraphs? An abstract poset (X; ) is said to be !-representable i there is a digraph D such that the !-end-poset of D is order isomorphic to (X; ). A necessary condition for an order to be !-representable is that every strictly increasing sequence has a supremum. Section 3 also contains a su cient condition, but it is a slightly technical. From that su cient condition, the fact that a chain is !-representable if and only if every strictly increasing sequence has a supremum can be derived. Dual results are valid for ! -ends. Furthermore, some results concerning composed-end-representability are presented.
I would like to thank Prof. Dr. H. A. Jung and P. Niemeyer for their inspiring and helpful discussions. A special thanks goes to my teacher Prof. Dr. R. Halin, who suggested such a fascinating subject.
Preliminaries
The relations \proper subset of" (resp. \subset of", \ nite proper subset of", \ nite subset of") are denoted by (resp. , @, v). For the set of natural numbers and its n th segments the following symbols shall be used: N := f1; 2; 3; :::g, N 0 := f0; 1; 2; :::g, n] := f1; 2; :::; ng, 0] := ;. The set of all integers, rational numbers, and real numbers will be denoted by Z, Q, and R, respectively. If X is a set, then jXj shall denote the cardinality of X. Throughout this paper, the symbol a will be shorthand for fag.
A set X with the re exive and transitive relation (written (X; )) is called a quasiordered set (or quoset) , and the relation is called a quasiorder. (X; ) is called a partially ordered set (or poset) , and the relation is called a partial order i the relation is also antisymmetric. A poset (X; ) is called a totally ordered set (or chain) i is also total. ! denotes the order type of N. If (X; ) is a quoset and Y X, then (Y; ) shall be used instead of (Y; j Y Y ), and if x; y 2 X, then x < y means x y^y 6 x. If X is a set and R X X is a relation on X, then let R ?1 := f(x; y) j (y; x) 2 Rg andR := R \ R ?1 . If R is an equivalence relation on X and x 2 X, then R(x) := fy 2 X j (x; y) 2 Rg. Further, let X R := fR(x) j x 2 Xg and R X R X R be de ned by R(x) R R(y) :, x R y. The following is a well known order theoretic result ref. The set of all these classes is a partition of the set of all zigzag-tracks of D and can be mapped bijectively to the set of all paths of D u , so that there is hardly any di erence between running along the zigzag-tracks without consideration of the direction of the a liated arcs and examining the underlying undirected paths.
A digraph S is called a subdivision of D i S can be gained from the digraph D by replacing every arc (v; w) of D by a v ! w{track of length > 0 which has (except v and w) no vertex in common with D nor with any other \replacing track".
In a designation of the form X D or X D (Y ) the parameter D may be suppressed whenever there is no danger of confusion.
Ends in Digraphs
The relation D on T D (1) de ned in the introduction is fundamental to all further investigations in this paper. In the sequel, some statements dealing with are repeated and supplemented.
Clearly, if U V , then U 0 V 0 for all rests U 0 of U, V 0 of V . The following proposition is helpful in many contexts to simplify proofs and can easily be veri ed: Proposition 2.1. Let D be a digraph. Following statements are equivalent:
The proof of the next result is also trivial, but it shows that it makes no sense to introduce an end concept based upon 1-zigzag-tracks since transitivity can not be expected. Of course, similar statements hold for (T (!); ) and (T (! ); ). The concept of !-ends catches the forward !-rami cation structure and the dual concept of ! -ends, the backward !-rami cation structure of a digraph D. On the other hand, the concept of c-ends allows a general view over the whole !-rami cation structure of D. Clearly, j (c)j 0 , T (1) 6 = ;, j (!)j 0 , T (!) 6 = ;, and j (! )j 0 , T (! ) 6 = ;.
The following statement about the relations between composed and simple ends can easily be veri ed and justi es in a way the expression \composed ends". Proposition 2.4. Every simple end is completely contained in a composed end. A c-end is either an !-end, an ! -end, or the union of exactly one !-end and exactly one ! -end. Hence,
One has to be very careful in generalizing results about ends in undirected graphs to results about ends in digraphs. Halin Proof: (2) , (3) follows immediately from Proposition 2.1. (1) ) (3) is trivial. (3) ) (1) can be shown by straightforward inductive constructions.
One gains no new relation by replacing T (1) by T (!) or by T (! ) in the de nition of 0 . If U; V 2 T (!) and U 0 V , then Proposition 2.5 shows that there is an !-track W which meets both U and V in nitely many times. Thus, it is impossible that there is W 2 T (! ) but no W 0 2 T (!) which meets both U and V in nitely many times. A dual statement holds if U; V 2 T (! ). Note that it would have been possible to de ne two rays U, V in an undirected graph G to be equivalent i there are in nitely many pairwise disjoint cycles such that each of them has at least one vertex in common both with U and V .
The next statement can be gained by straightforward inductive constructions, too. The next result says something about the relations between ends in graphs and digraphs. Proof: Remark 1.2 yields (3) . (1), (2) and (4) follow immediately from (3).
Proposition 2.7 clari es a fundamental di erence between ends in graphs and ends in digraphs:
Whereas two ends E; E 0 of an undirected graph G can always be separated by a nite subgraph S (that means: whenever U 2 E, V 2 E 0 , then rests of U and V are contained in di erent components of G ? S), this is not true for digraphs. In light of this, di culties in obtaining interesting results about ends in digraphs with the help of separation of ends can be expected. Furthermore, Proposition 2.7 shows that the end-concept of digraphs investigated here is a re nement of certain subsets of ends of undirected graphs.
The following examples (see Fig. 2 ) give a avour of the di erences between \directed" and \undirected" ends: Consider the N N-grid G. It has exactly one end. D 2 is an orientation of G such that D 2 has no end. On the other hand, the upwards directed N N-grid D 1 has two (completely independent) strictly increasing sequences of !-ends and one !-end | consisting of all \diagonal" !-tracks that are unbounded in both coordinates (the fat !-track shows such a \diagonal" !-track) | as supremum of the two strictly increasing sequences. In Fig. 2 , the !-ends of D 1 are drawn as ideal points.
For the purpose of studying the relations between ends and connectivity in digraphs some new terminology is needed. A digraph D is called strongly connected i u $ v holds for all u; v 2 V D .
A strong component of D is a maximal strongly connected subgraph of D. The strong components of a digraph give a partition of its vertex set. In other words, which types of abstract orders are !-(resp. ! -, c-) representable ? The notions ! -and c-representability are de ned in the same manner as the !-representability in the introduction. The following result gives a necessary condition for an order to be !-representable. A (simple or composed) end of a digraph D is called thick i it contains a system of in nitely many pairwise disjoint 1-tracks. Otherwise, the end is called thin. If (X; ) is a poset, then x 2 X is called the supremum (resp. in mum) of A X i a x (resp. a x) holds for all a 2 A and, whenever a y 2 X (resp. a y 2 X) holds for all a 2 A, then y x (resp. y x). Theorem 3.1. Let D be a digraph and (E i ) i2N be a strictly increasing esequence in ( (!); ). Then there exists a thick !-end F which is the supremum of the sequence (E i ) i2N in ( (!); ).
Moreover, D contains a subdivision of the digraph in Fig. 3 as subdigraph (compare with Halin's wall graph in Fig. 4 and Satz 4 of 6]). Remark 3.2. A dual result can be formulated for ! -tracks by simply substituting \!" by \! ", \strictly increasing" by \strictly decreasing", and \supremum" by \in mum", and inverting the orientation of each arc. Proof: Let (E i ) i2N be a strictly increasing sequence in ( (!); ). Choose U 1 2 E 1 arbitrarily. If U i 2 E i (i 2 N n ) are already chosen such that the U i (i 2 N n ) are pairwise disjoint, then choose An overview of the remaining proof can be given as follows: By induction, in nitely many pairwise disjoint !-tracks W i (i 2 N) are constructed which belong to an !-end F, which turns out to be the supremum of (E i ) i2N and whose union with the (U i ) i2N contains a subdivision of the digraph in Fig. 3 Now, let W 1;n , W 2;n?1 ,..., W n;1 and Y k i;n?k+1 (k 2 n ? 1]; i < n ? k + 1) and S n already be constructed. Because of (a), there exist U i ! U n?k+2 {tracks Y k i;n?k+2 (k 2 n]; i < n ? k + 2) in D ? S n . Because of (b), there exists a U n+1 ! U n+2 {track W 1;n+1 , a U n ! U n+1 {track W 2;n ,..., and a U 1 ! U 2 -track W n+1;1 such that W 1;n+1 does not meet U 1 , U 2 ,..., U n , the initial of W i;j (j 2 N n f1g). Hence, for all i 2 N, U i W 1 , and, therefore, for all i 2 N, E i F. F = E i for an i 2 N is impossible because F = E i < E i+1 F yields a contradiction. Hence, F > E i for all i 2 N. Now, let E 2 (!) with E > E i for all i 2 N. To show that F is the supremum of the sequence (E i ) i2N , it remains to show that E F. E contains an !-track W. Since E > E 1 and W 1 \ U 1 is nite, it is possible to nd a U 1 ! W{track R 1 such that the initial of R 1 comes behind W 1 \ U 1 on U 1 . Obviously, the union of R 1 with the segment of U 1 between the last vertex of W 1 \ U 1 and the initial of R 1 contains a W 1 ! W{track P 1 . Let i 1 := 1.
For n 2 N, let the pairwise disjoint W 1 ! W{tracks P 1 ; :::; P n already be constructed. Since the P i (i 2 n]) intersect only with nitely many of the U i (i 2 N) in D, there exists i n+1 2 N such that U in+1 does not intersect with one of the P i (i 2 n]). Because W 1 intersects with all U i (i 2 N) and because E > E i (i 2 N), it is possible to nd a W 1 ! W{track P n+1 in D ? ( S i2 n] P i ), just as in the case n = 1.
By induction, one obtains a system of in nitely many pairwise disjoint W 1 ! W{tracks (P i ) i2N . Hence, E F.
It remains to show that F is thick. Repeating the argumentation of the last four paragraphs for each W i (i 2) yields W i 2 F for all i 2 N since suprema are uniquely determined. As the W i are pairwise disjoint, F is a thick !-end, and the proof is completed.
The next theorem implies that the necessary condition of Theorem 3.1 is also su cient in the class of total orders. Naturally, a poset (X; ) can be regarded as a re exive, antisymmetric, and transitive digraph D = (X; ) (and vice versa). There exists a bijective mapping between the set of all strictly increasing sequences of (X; ) and T D (!): Just map (v i ) i2N onto that one !-track T with vertex set V T = fv i j i 2 Ng such that ! T = j V T V T . Now, if (X; ) is a chain ful lling the condition that all strictly increasing sequences have a supremum then (*) two !-tracks U,V belong to the same !-end if and only if the corresponding strictly increasing sequences (u i ) i2N and (v i ) i2N have the same supremum u = v. (If (u i ) i2N and (v i ) i2N did not have the same supremum, then u < v or v < u since (X; ) is a chain. Without loss of generality, assume u < v. Then there would exist n 2 N such that v j > u i for all i 2 N and j n. Thus, no u i (i 2 N) would be reachable by a v j , j n. Hence, E D (!; U) < E D (!; V ), a contradiction. The other direction is trivial.) Figure 4 . The runway-poset.
(*) is not necessarily true for general posets. For example, Fig. 4 shows a poset consisting of two completely independent, strictly increasing sequences with a common supremum. From statement (*), it remains only: U; V belong to the same !-end only if the corresponding strictly increasing sequences have the same supremum.
The validity of (*) is very convenient for constructing digraphs whose !-end-order represents (X; ). Just let each x 2 X that occurs as the supremum of a strictly increasing sequence be represented by that !-end which contains the !-tracks whose corresponding strictly increasing sequences have x as supremum. If (*) is not ful lled, it seems to be very di cult to nd a digraph whose !-end-structure represents (X; ) | and, therefore, (*) is postulated in Theorem 3.3. For further investigations the following remarks may be useful:
Let M be the set of all x 2 X that are not the supremum of any strictly increasing sequence in X. For x 2 X n M, let x denote the (nonempty) set of all strictly increasing sequences of X that have supremum x. Obviously, x decomposes into a family of equivalence classes (S x i ) i2Ix such that the corresponding classes of !-tracks are subsets of !-ends (E i ) i2Ix of (X; ), which is partially ordered corresponding to the !-end-subordering of the (E i ) i2Ix . One may be tempted to add arcs to weld the !-ends (E i ) i2Ix together, but then at least two problems could occur: 1. Adding arcs may generate new !-ends that have nothing to do with (X; ). 2. Too many !-ends may possibly be welded together if arcs are added globally for all suprema.
The third condition of Theorem 3.3 is required to preserve the order structure of (X; ) at suprema for the !-end-structure of the digraph constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Theorem 3.3. Let (X; ) be a poset. It is !-representable if the following conditions are ful lled:
(1) Every strictly increasing sequence in (X; ) has a supremum in X. (2) Whenever two strictly increasing sequences have the same supremum, the corresponding !-tracks of (X; ) belong to the same !-end of (X; ).
(3) If x 2 X is the supremum of a strictly increasing sequence in (X; ), then for all y 2 X, y < x, there exists a strictly increasing sequence (z y;x i ) i2N with supremum z = x and y < z y;x i < x for all i 2 N. Proof: Let M be de ned as above. A digraph D can be constructed from (X; ) as follows: For each x 2 M, let W x denote an !-track with vertex set fx; x i j i 2 Ng such that, for all x; y 2 M, W x and W y are disjoint whenever x 6 = y, and, for all x 2 M, W x \ (X; ) = x. Now, let A 0 := f(z; x i ); (x i ; z 0 ); (x i ; y j ) j x; y 2 M; z; z 0 2 X; z < x < z 0 ; x < y; i; j 2 Ng (2) and the fact that all W x ! W y -arcs exist whenever x < y. ): Because of (A) and (1) Because of (A) and (1), f is surjective. That f is injective and an order isomorphism follows from the proof of (B).
Conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.3 are not necessary: There are posets not ful lling (2) or (3) which are nevertheless !-representable. For example, the runway-poset (Fig. 4) is !-represented by the digraph D 1 in Fig. 2 , but, obviously, it violates (2). Now, let (X; ) be a poset where X = fx; y; x i j i 2 Ng, (x i ) i2N be a strictly increasing sequence with supremum x and y be an element less than x but independent from each x i , i 2 N. Now let D be constructed as in Theorem 3.3 and include the following additional arcs: (y i ; x i ) for all i 2 N. It is easy to see that (X; ) is !-represented by D in spite of the fact that (X; ) does not ful ll condition (3) .
Condition (1) of Theorem 3.3 characterizes those total orders that are !-representable, since conditions (2) and (3) are always ful lled in chains. It is possible to obtain a dual result for ! -tracks (see Remark 3.2).
Corollary 3.4. Let (X; ) be a chain. Then (X; ) is !-representable if and only if every strictly increasing sequence of (X; ) has a supremum.
(X; ) is called a well-ordered (resp. dually well-ordered) set (brie y woset (resp. dwoset)) i every nonempty subset of X contains a least (resp. greatest) element. Every (d)woset is a chain. Conditions (1), (2) , and (3) are always ful lled in posets that contain no strictly increasing sequence, which are exactly the posets in which every chain is a dwoset. Therefore: Corollary 3.5. Every poset that contains only dually well-ordered chains is !-representable.
Up to this point only !-and ! -representability have been studied. It remains to investigate c-representability. Whether an abstract order is c-representable or not seems to be a completely di erent problem:
There are orders that are c-but neither !-nor ! -representable, e.g. Zwith the natural order (see Example 3.13). As the following example suggests, an !-representable order (X; ) may not be c-representable because each digraph whose !-end order represents (X; ) may also contain ! -tracks that are contained in a c-end which contains no !-tracks. Example 3.6. Consider the closed interval a; b] R. Since a; b] is a chain and every strictly increasing sequence has a supremum, a; b] is !-representable. Clearly, a; b] is also ! -representable. Now, consider the c-ends of ( a; b]; ). It is not di cult to see that the c-end-order of ( a; b]; ) is also a chain, but every x 2 (a; b) is represented by exactly two c-ends of ( a; b]; ): The greater cend contains the ! -tracks that correspond to strictly decreasing sequences that have x as in mum, the other c-end contains the !-tracks that correspond to strictly increasing sequences that have x as supremum.
Consider the interval (a; b] R. It is !-but not ! -representable. If it were c-representable, then, because of Theorem 3.1 (dual form !), there would exist b 0 2 (a; b] such that every x 2 (a; b 0 ] would be represented by a c-end E x that only contains !-tracks. Additionally, every E x (x 2 (a; b 0 ]) would be thick (again because of Theorem 3.1). I believe that this is not possible, but until now I am unable to get a contradiction. Conjecture 1. There are abstract orders that are !-(resp. ! -) but not c-representable.
Since composed ends contain both !-and ! -tracks, it is a little bit more di cult to nd a necessary condition in terms of in ma/suprema for an abstract order to be c-representable. One has to draw on a more special and sophisticated looking class of orders. First of all, the following lemma is needed: Lemma 3.7. Let C be an (inclusion-)maximal chain in ( D (c) The countability of the unbounded subset of C is necessary because there exist orders in which every countable subset is bounded, e.g. any order of order type ! 1 (see 1], pp.65{67, Theorems 17, 17', 17").
The following theorem gives a su cient condition for an order not to be c-representable. , contains a lower unbounded, countable subset B 00 , resp. f B 00 ], and thus also a lower unbounded strictly decreasing sequence (x i ) i2N , resp. (f(x i )) i2N , according to Theorem 3.1, there exists F 2 f C] such that F is the in mum of the sequence (f(x i )) i2N . Clearly, F 2 A 0 since (f(x i )) i2N is lower unbounded in f B 0 ], which is a contradiction because A 0 does not contain a greatest element. Hence, the existence of an isomorphism f : X ! D (c) is impossible. Example 3.9. Q with the natural order is not c-representable since Q is a countable, in nite chain, and the set of all gaps, which are characterizable with the help of cuts, is both upper and lower unbounded. Clearly, Q with the natural order is neither !-nor ! -representable, and hence there are orders that are not at all end-representable by digraphs.
The next two theorems will show that there are orders that are c-but not !-(resp. ! -) representable.
in nite digraphs, and relations between the ends and the orientations of undirected graphs, will enlighten the following two important questions:
1. To what extent can results about \undirected ends" be generalized to ends of digraphs ? 2. Can \directed ends" be productively used in the investigation of undirected in nite graphs ?
